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Until the whole world hears,
In this special edition of Trailblazing, you will read about this
exciting emphasis we’re getting ready to launch. I pray you will
join us by becoming a Heroic Truth Champion!

• Heroic Truth/Perfect
Storm DVD
• Perfect Storm booklet
• The Amazing Bible
Adventure for Kids
book

Research shows that even in this digital age, parents are the
primary influencers of and role models for children.
But there is HOPE!
The Internet is driving three devastating storms —
intellectual, moral and relational. These storms are
converging to create a crisis of monumental proportions.
If all the information coming through the Internet were
wholesome and beneficial to our kids, we would not have
a crisis. Unfortunately, there’s a destructive culture that is
influencing our children’s morals and beliefs.

You’ll receive:
donation of $100

Today, in the digital age, the Internet has become an
undeniable influence in young people’s lives. Everyone,
everywhere has instant access to our children. And
the volume of information our youth have access to is
enormous.

FREE
GIFTS
with a minimum
Please send a gift and become a Heroic Truth Champion TODAY!
We invite you to be part of a movement raising up a generation of Heroic Truth
Champions "so that [they] may become blameless and pure, 'children of God without
fault in a warped and crooked generation' . . . [and] shine among them like stars in the sky"
Philippians 2:15 (NIV ).

In fact, we’re so concerned about the challenges facing
youth today, that my son, Sean, and I are launching a new
emphasis. It’s called The Heroic Truth Experience.
The answer is a resounding, “Yes!”
Josh and Sean McDowell

Your gift will help launch the Heroic Truth Experience as we aim to equip parents,
young people, pastors and leaders with teaching and resources that will help them
defend their faith with grace and truth.
We must empower our children to be able to stand for their faith, even when the world
denounces their beliefs or degrades their values.
The Internet has stirred up three storms (intellectual, moral and relational) that
are converging on our youth. The Lord is providing this opportunity to influence
generations in the USA at a time when our youth need it most.
Our youth are facing the greatest youth crisis of the 21 century.
st

Your gift will help our children know WHAT they believe and WHY

Arming the next generation to stand firm in faith

HeroicTruth.com

YOU can become a
Heroic Truth Champion

every hero has a beginning...

Around the USA, we often hear
this question from friends of
the ministry: “Josh, we love
what’s happening in the
Middle East, Asia, Europe
and Latin America, but
what are you doing here
at home? Do you still
minister to young
people in the USA?”

Every child needs a hero.
That hero could be YOU!

From Josh

The newsletter of Josh McDowell Ministry

Today's youth are facing a cultural crisis of epic proportions

How YOU can be a part of . . .

The Relational Storm

How YOU can help confront the

greatest youth crisis of the 21st century
There’s a perfect storm brewing in America today. It’s
wreaking havoc on the hearts and minds of our young
people. Today, in the digital age, the Internet is driving
three critical storm systems. These storms are converging to create a cultural crisis . . .

God designed us to live in
relationship with each other and
with Him. However, many parents today feel
like they cannot compete with iPhones, iPads,
Vine, SnapChat, YouTube, texts, tweets, emails
and the Internet.

THE
HEROIC TRUTH
EXPERIENCE

every hero has a beginning...

Today, young people are facing deeper moral and
intellectual challenges to their faith than ever before.
With 6 in 10 young people leaving the Church
before college, we must act now to help parents
and children develop a biblically based worldview
that will weather the cultural storm.

aa The Internet is the television of the 21st century
— an electronic drug that often yanks young
people away from the physical world.

The Intellectual Storm

aa Text messaging
and online chats
have become
the preferred
method of youth
communication.

The Internet has leveled the playing field in regards to
worldviews and belief systems. Through the Internet,
militant atheists have exploded onto the scene. An entire
counterculture has immediate, unfettered access to our children.
Today’s kids are growing up with an alarming skepticism toward
Christianity. They’re saying:

aa Scientifically, there is no real proof.
aa There are way too many questions that can’t be answered.
aa Some stuff is just too far-fetched to believe in.

The Moral Storm

The digital age is shaping the morality of today’s
culture. Two decades ago, we could largely control the
information our children consumed. No more. The Internet
has taken away these controls. Through smartphones, iPads
and laptops, sexual and immoral content is just one click away.

aa The average age of the first Internet exposure to pornography
is 9 years old.
aa 91% of teens who view pornography unintentionally accessed
it when preparing for a paper, doing homework, etc. They were
not looking for porn — porn was looking for them.

“Every child needs a hero,” says Josh. “When
it comes to truth, that hero needs to be
mom and dad.”

aa The increased use
every
hero has a beginning...
of technology
by youth limits
the amount of
time spent with
family. This can
increase conflict
between children
and their parents.

But the good news is . . .
there is hope!

The Heroic Truth Experience is a series
of intergenerational events designed to
equip youth and their Christian gatekeepers
(parents, pastors and Christian educators) to
defend their faith.
This experience will help parents and their
children learn WHAT they believe, WHY it is
true and HOW they can live it out.
They will learn how to defend their faith
with grace and truth.
Topics The Heroic Truth Experience will
address include:

Recent research shows that even in the digital age,
parents are the primary influencers of and role
models for children. Even after they leave home.

aa 67% of young men and 49% of young women consider viewing
pornography as acceptable behavior.
aa More than 11 million teenagers view Internet porn on a
regular basis.

GG Truth of the Christian Faith
and the Reliability of Scripture
GG The Deity of Christ
GG Forming a Biblical Worldview
GG Living Out Your Faith in Practical
Ways — Knowing Truth,
Defending It, Passing It On
We’re looking for trailblazers to help launch
this movement!

YOU can become a Heroic Truth Champion!
See back page to find out more > > >

Can we count on you to be among our first
Heroic Truth Champions?

HeroicTruth.com
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